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Before I formalised ‘trans-running’, many of my artworks of the past 20 years addressed restlessness
as a subject, and had a restless approach. They were often densely-collaged, cutting across genre,
discipline and media. Here is a summary of some of these, with related links. The works may
enhance your understanding of the contexts of trans-running. I have arranged the list in
chronological order to give you a sense of my development.

Year(s)

1975 –
1988

Title and
medium

Location or
commissioning
institution

Various

Singapore

Notes

The real genesis of ‘Kaidie’ began when I was a young (day)dreamer who
dreamt of ‘running away’ from the claustrophobic reality by letting my
imagination run wild. This was translated to an array of paintings,
cartoons, sculptures and installation. Several of my very early works have
a science-fiction or fantasy theme, or feature some form of a mapping of
the world or another.
Aged 19, I ran away from home, and began living my life on the run.

1998

All
Change!
!!, ---All
Right???
, F***
All.
Film or
film
installation

London

I was fascinated by the new world (order/disorder) of the ‘wild wild west’
when I first arrived. In particular, I found street protests and public
gatherings exotic, and filmed them. I edited this trilogy of cine-essays in 3
distinct styles, but used images and sounds from the same archive. The
films could be watched independently as shorts, or together as an
extended cine-essay totalling 45 minutes. I wanted to question the value
between art and politics. I was influenced by the ideologies and
approaches of French auteurs Chris Marker and Jean-Luc Godard, and
Soviet filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein. I employed a classical actor Declan
Conlon to do the voiceover. One of the films won an award at the San
Francisco
International
Documentary
Film
Festival
1999.<http://www.imdb.com/event/ev0000584/1999>

Representative Figure
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19971998

mY
unOFFICIAL
dUMPINGGROUN
D (mud)

Online

Even when I was living in London, I was restless. Hence I ventured online
with a large-scale hypertext work. Those were the early days of the
internet, as you may tell from the aesthetics. The work was not just an
archive of my text works, but a self-reflexive exploration of the medium. I
generated a multitude of hyperlinks connecting subjects in ways
sometimes logical, but mostly absurd. I wanted the audience to click
endlessly and hence, travel, virtually, restlessly, and ‘end up’ in surprising
sites that extrapolate from or digress away from where they started.
The work was created with the assistance, guidance and support of artists
Mr Jon Thomson and Professor Susan Collins.

2000

Chlorine
Addiction
Film or
film
installation

Singapore

Upon returning home after 4 years of absence, I felt adrift. This was also
when I began to teach in a film school, where there was a swimming
pool. I started swimming. The cine-essay Chlorine Addiction was
structured as a swim, with a series of 10 videos with a runtime of 3
minutes each, which was the time I took to swim each of the 10X100
metre laps daily. Once again, the films encourage the audience to ‘remap’ or re-order and edit them. They may be viewed independently, in
any order, as short films or an installation in space, or from the
‘beginning’ to ‘end’ as a linear film. Using images and sounds collected
from Singapore, San Francisco, Bangkok, Taiwan and elsewhere, the work
contemplates the everyday, rather strange, reality of Singapore and
existence in general.

Chlorine Addiction was one of my most popular works. It has been shown,
for instance, at Transmediale and the Yamagata International
Documentary Film Festival 2001. An early version of a clip was collected
by the Fukuoka Art Museum in Japan. I also published a book which is
distributed by Select Books, and produced an interactive DVD.
<http://www.yidff.jp/2001/cat043/01c068-e.html>
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2001

SPRING.
BEAUTY.
LOVE:
Her
story of
trying to
tell the
stories
of
the
three
sisters.

Earl Lu
Gallery,
Singapore

As a young person from a young country (with its own histories nearly
wiped out), one of the first steps that I took to understand myself was by
discovering, (re-)telling and (re-)constructing my own history, or rather
histories. I did so by interviewing my mother and aunties, hence the title
is an English translation of their names. Yet, instead of a ‘straightforward’
documentary with an all-telling, truth-seeing ‘voice of god’, this was one
in which the narrators and filmmaker alike were unreliable, with their
lapses in memory, miscommunication (English was my preferred lingua
franca, while the women spoke in their mother tongue of the Chinese
dialect of Hokkien). The stories of the sisters were also different. One was
born before the war, one given away for adoption during the war, and the
youngest – my mother – was born after the war. The way the work was
presented questioned the grand notions of identity, subjectivity,
documentary, truth and so on, with the three films played simultaneously
as an installation. The audience had to physically and metaphorically
navigate the cacophony of sounds and conflicting narratives. Additionally,
as if a literal interpretation of ‘oral history’, only the women’s mouths are
filmed. In the screen in which ‘Love’ – my mother – appears, I appear,
too. I was filmed by my mother, who interrogated me as to why I created
such a project at all. The subtitle of my work itself highlights how the
work is a self-reflexive exercise that problematises these notions. The
show was curated by BingHui Huangfu. Other artists in the show include
China’s Song Dong and Lin Tian Miao.

President’s
Young
Talents,
Singapore
Art
Museum

This film trilogy was presented as an immersive installation. All films
mobilise the same pool of images, of public events shot in Tokyo.
However, one film has a voiceover in the Japanese language, the other
English, and the last, in both English and Japanese. The audience
meandering through the darkened space is assaulted by a cacophony of
sounds and sights, and has to navigate and negotiate their own meaning
out of the visual and audio noise – the same way I felt when I first lived
in the metropolis of Tokyo.

Installation

2003

Tokyo
Tremour
Triplet.
Installation

<http://www.aaa.org.hk/Collection/Details/11444>
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20022005

ISLANDHOPPING
Japan
20022005

While a postgraduate student at the Musashino Art University in Japan, I
travelled all over Japan, ‘islandhopping’ the many islands of the
archipelago. As an islander (from Singapore) myself, I thought of this
endeavour as a re-imagination of the idea of the ‘island’, by looking at a
set of islands, from the point of view of an islander, and via the Japanese
aesthetic concept of ‘ma’ or negative space (so-called). For 3 years with
my video camera, I collected and collapsed together conflicting images,
music and text. Of the disparate narratives, a major set relates to that of
the Pacific war. I networked footage from my trip to an American military
camp in Okinawa with a hidden camera, the peace ceremony at Hiroshima
during which the message of Japan as victim was propagated; the
controversial war shrine in Tokyo while impersonating as a Japanese, and
an interview with my uncle of his ordeal during the Japanese occupation
of Singapore. This is a large body of works spanning different genres and
media. Different parts and combinations of ISLANDHOPPING have been
widely exhibited, for instance at the Biennale of Sydney 2006 (as
depicted), ICA London, House of World Cultures Berlin, and with 5 solo
exhibitions in Japan. As the audience navigates through the denselymontaged films, or the packed installation, they were also ‘islandhopping’
and re-imagining new ‘islands’ and ‘archipelagos’ of meanings.
<http://www.culturebase.net/print_artist.php?3740>
<http://www.theatreworks.org.sg/international/insomnia_ica/>
<http://www.catnet.ne.jp/surge/rec6/040913/10.html>

Various

20052009

Making
a Living
Of Sorts
in
(Y)Our
Theme
Park
Performance

Various

Upon returning home after 3 years in Japan, I began appearing in my
own work. This was my response to a place that I felt was increasingly
resembling a Theme Park. Yet, instead of merely criticising from a
distance, I positioned myself as someone in cahoots with the authorities.
Hence, I appear amidst the mise-en-scene and perform, as if a prop,
mascot or performing monkey – as the city, too, performs.
<http://www.saatchionline.com/kaisyngtan>
<http://app.lta.gov.sg/art/pdf/CEL.pdf>
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2007

The
Rather
Terrible
Slaughter
Of
the
Tour
Guide!

Singapore
Art Show.

Video
tours

This consisted of 2 video tours filmed in the same location. The audience
could select which tour to go on, both located in the main shopping
district of Singapore. I changed the name of sites, for instance from City
Hall to ‘City Gall’, and City Link to ‘City Sink’ in my artwork. Along the way,
you ran into urban denizens such as the ‘Flaneur’ and ‘Godzilla’ (renamed
‘Godsiliao’, or ‘god has died’, in local dialect). The two tours were
identical, save for name changes such as someone called ‘Local’ in one,
who is called ‘Global’ in another. This was my way to question the validity
of these terms which are thrown about easily in a city that likes identifying
itself as ‘globalised’. At the end of the tours, the tour guide/artist died.
Curator: Joselina Cruz.
<http://www.philstar.com/young-star/414822/yet-another-rather-terribleslaughter-tour-guide>
<http://culturepush.com/2007/08/13/you-are-not-a-tourist/>

2008

A Fool
on
a
Stool in
a School
…

8Q
Singapore
, contemporary Art
Museum

Installation

In this 2-room, multi-screen installation, I ran about as if the star/victim
of a theme park, albeit one of a disused school, to be converted to a
white cube of a contemporary art museum, in which the same video was
to be exhibited. This work dealt with the binary-feature of
destruction/renewal, which characterises land-scarce Singapore. I shot
and performed this work wearing a hard hat when the building was being
renovated. The work was commissioned for the inaugural show of the
museum. The audience experiencing the work also re-lived the history of
the room and building where they stood. Curator: Kwok Kian Chow.
<http://universes-inuniverse.org/eng/bien/bienal_singapur/2008/parallel/8q_rate/tan_kai_syng>

2008

Here,
There,
Where

Guangzhou
Triennale
2008,
China

I played a person suspended in a liminal space that resembled a fish tank.
Was I sinking or floating? Was I immobilised, or free? The video was shot
underwater with an underwater camera. Theme of Triennale: Farewell to
Post-Colonialism. I was categorised under ‘Free Radicals’. Research
curator: Sopawan Boonnimitra. Curators: Gao Shiming, Sarat Maharaj,
Chang Tsong-zung. Other artists and curators at the Triennale include
Werner Herzog, Trinh T. Ming-ha, Feng Mengbo, Chen Chieh-jen, Roger
Macdonald, Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba and Ade Darmawan.
<http://www.gdmoa.org/zhanlan/threeyear/4/24/3/>
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2010 –
2059

The
Neverending
Underwater
Adventures
!

Land
Transport
Authority
of
Singapore
(LTA)

Film
installation

I played ‘Desyphus’, which is a neologism of ‘Sisyphus’, ‘Decipher’ and
‘Deceit’, a perpetual rider of the Circle Line of Singapore, which has 29
stations, in a series of 29 video cycles that comes on each evening at
19:29hrs (when it is sufficiently dark), at a total run time of 29 minutes,
with 29 riddles for commuters to solve as they descend 35 metres
underwater into the station. The work is a permanent video installation,
and it is the only new media work commissioned by the Land Transport
Authority of Singapore. It is sited at Bras Basah Mass Rapid Transit
station, which is a subway station located at the Civic and Arts and
Heritage district of Singapore. The work was voted by arts journalist Mayo
Martin as his favourite of the artworks that run on the Circle Line.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie /2010/08/bbs-art-1/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/09/bbs-art-2/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/09/bbs-art-3/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/09/bbs-art-5/>
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htb3yRpUEKQ>
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3xZOiCzjVA&lr=1>

20092012

Kaidie’s
1000Day
TransRun
12.12.2
009 09.09.2
012
Various

London

My research was born in a small room in the island of Suommenlina in
Helsinki, Finland, where I was based for nearly a month. I had won an
artist-in-residency award, having been selected by Singapore theatre
director Keng Sen Ong. It was while I was situated in the land that
invented some of the more powerful brands in the contemporary
technological landscape, namely Nokia and Angry Birds, that I pondered
about how the internet allows us to travel in new ways.
Blog: <http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie>
Moving images: <http://www.youtube.com/kaidie3rdlife>
Messages: <twitter.com/kaisyngtan>
Tracks: <http://www.gpsies.com/mapUser.do?username=3rdlifekaidie>
Images and interactions: <www.facebook.com/kaisyngtan>
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I picked up running in 2009 as part of my field work. Apart from running daily, I took part in races. They
included 2 full marathons (26.2 miles or 42 kilometres) and 5 half-marathons (13.1 miles or 21 kilometres).
I ran in character as ‘Kaidie’. I often constructed narrative events around the races which I would integrate
into my artwork. ‘Kaidie’s Dis-Location’ is an example. Often, I raised money from my audience for
charitable organisations, too and invented creative means to solicit money from my audience. The list is in
chronological order to convey my baby steps of progress over the years.
Date

Name of
race

Timing

Notes

2009
August

Safra Bay
Run
HalfMarathon,
Singapore

2 hours
21
minutes
23
seconds

The was the first ever race I participated in since re-learning running as an
adult. Even though the race started off pre-dawn, it was hot and humid. Yet,
for the entirety of the run, I was on a ‘high’. I realised that I liked running,
and running in a race. The image on the right is a screen-capture of a page
from the SAFRA website.

2010 March

Friends of
MSF
charity
race,
London,
UK,10km

52
minutes

I raised £110 for a short race for the Friends of Medecins Sans Frontieres. I
appropriated the event as a climactic turn of my convoluted narrative of
being kidnapped, ‘Kaidie’s Dis-Location’, circa March-April 2010. Photograph
by Adam Townsend.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/02/msf-run/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/03/kaidie-absent/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/03/in-betweeners-run/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/03/kaidies-shoes/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/03/angel/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/03/dislocated-sightings/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/03/release/>

Photograph or GPS documentation
of race
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2010
September

Farnham
Pilgrim
marathon,
Farnham,
Surrey,
UK.

5 hours
27
minutes

This was my first ever full marathon. It took place along the historical paths
undertaken by the pilgrims in Surrey, as immortalised by Geoffrey Chaucer
in Canterbury Tales. Not the easiest first marathon, as it involved a steep
uphill section (which many, myself included, resorted to walking), several
traffic stops and gates-crossings. I was also nursing a shin splint that had
been troubling me for weeks. Nonetheless, the atmosphere in the village
was electric. Runners, marshals and villagers were so warm and kind that I
had no choice but to finish the race, and to do so on a high. I raised £140
for the Farnham hospices.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/08/marathon-1/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/08/marathon-2/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/09/marathon-4/>
<http://www.gpsies.com/map.do;jsessionid=45E4A111976A798B2457175E4
A36C5C2?fileId=yagmrcuyfrodfoea>

2011 April

2011
21

May

Virgin
London
Marathon

4 hours
24
minutes
37
seconds

I raised £1520 for Shelter, a homelessness charity. This event became part
of a series of narratives including my premature ‘death’.

Passion
Run
Singapore,
12km

1 hour
13
minutes

Back in the tropical heat and humidity that I was no longer acclimatised to, I
had a mediocre performance – not aided by the fact that my old Asics
running shoes had a flapping sole that I had to rip off at the end of the race.
I ran to accompany my eldest brother who has also picked up running again.

<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2010/12/kaidie-nondon-marathon2011/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2011/02/running-for-shelter/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2011/02/london-marathon-3/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2011/03/london-marathon-4/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2011/04/marathon-result/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2011/04/>;
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2011/11/kaidie-dies-variation-8/>
<http://www.gpsies.com/map.do;jsessionid=45E4A111976A798B2457175E4
A36C5C2?fileId=bdaolspthyqihptp>
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2011
November
13

Uxbridge
London
UK

2 hours
01
minute
52
seconds

A small-scale race with stop-starts, as runners had to negotiate crowds and
traffic. I was very disappointed with my timing, and blamed the absence of a
GPS watch for being unable to have an accurate gauge of my pace.

2012 March
11

Bath Half
Marathon,
Bath, UK

2
hours
14
minutes
11
seconds

Timing was not of concern in this race. I functioned as pacer for Kaidie’s
‘Trespasser’, who is a character incorporated into Kaidie’s Trans-Run.
Trespasser is also my real-life partner and a new running convert who had
been inspired to run by my research. The Bath Half felt like a mini-version of
the London Marathon in terms of its level of hype, fanfare and community
support.

2012 April 1

KNI
Walthamstow
Forest
Half
Marathon,
London,
UK.

1 hour 53
minutes
03
seconds
(15th
position
in
the
veteran
women’s
category)

Conditions were not ideal: heat, barrage of abuse from the people of
Walthamstow as we ran down the high street, having to negotiate grumpy
pedestrians and cars, and to cross road after road, including a dangerous
roundabout, as well as negotiating a steep slope. As a small-scale race, we
were fed plain water in plastic cups, awarded cheap-looking ‘medals’ that
resembled gambling tokens from trashy video arcades, and ugly T-shirts.
Yet, I had an enjoyable race, fuelled by the 2nd movement (Adagio) of Glenn
Gould’s rendition of Beethoven’s Emperor Concerto that looped in my head. I
attained my personal best for a half-marathon.

2012
October 7

Blenheim
Palace
Half
Marathon,
Oxford,
UK

2 hours
12
minutes
27
seconds

Timing was of no concern. I acted as a pacer for a friend, Dr. Lucy
Natarajan on her first half-marathon, and my partner on his second.
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1. 2013 June 11-13: 'The Physical and Poetic Processes of Running' accepted for On the Move:
ACSIS Cultural Studies Conference 2013. The Advanced Cultural Studies Institute of Sweden
(ACSIS), Norrköping University, Sweden.
2. 2013 March 8: ‘On Eating Gum and the Distasteful Art Of My Body’. PolyPly 24. Poetic Research
Centre Royal Holloway University London, UK. Convened by Dr Kristen Krieder.

3. 2013 March 1: ‘About Running, the Runner’s High, Playing Nondon Ambassador and Feeling
Good: Kaidie’s Experience of the Nonon 2012 Olympics’. TRAND 5: Whatever Next? London
2013 and Beyond. Royal College of Art, London UK. Convened by Dr Sarah Teasley, Mr Joe
Kerr. Other presenters include Will Self and Iain Sinclair.
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4. 2013 February 15: ‘The Whole World Under My Feet: An Exploration of the Daoist Conception
of the body’. Slade Performance Day. Slade Research Centre, London UK. Convened by Carey
Young and Dr Hayley Newman.
5. 2013 February 6: ‘Trans-Running as A Playful Tactic of Resistance’. PhD Forum. Slade School of
Fine Art, London, UK. Convened by Dr Hayley Newman.
6. 2012 May 30: ‘Kaidie’s 1000-Day Trans-Dimensional Run’. CeMoRe Annual Research Day.
Centre for Mobilities Research, Lancaster University, UK. Distinguished Professor of Sociology
John Urry and Professors Colin Pooley and Monica Buscher also took part in this conference.
See recorded version of performance here: <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVj7cUTxAa4>
7. 2012 January 25: ‘The Creative Process of Running’. PhD Forum. Slade School of Fine Art,
London, UK. Convened by Drs Sharon Morris and Hayley Newman.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMnggCfAm70>
8. 2011 May 11: ‘A Rough Guide to Kaidie’s and Kai Syng’s Trans-Dimensional Travels’. Artist’s
Talk. School of Art, Design and Media, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.

9. 2010 November: Upgrade presentation. Slade School of Fine Art, London, UK.
10. 2010 August 5: ‘About Kai’s Restlessness’. Dr Nick Grindle’s course on walking, travelling, and
the city. Slade Summer School, London, UK.
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11. 2010 December 4: ‘A Rough Guide to Life 3.0: Running For (Y)Our Lives’. Sexuate Subjects:
Politics, Poetics and Ethics. University College London, London, UK. Principal keynote by Dr
Luce
Irigaray.
<http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/architecture/events/conferences/conferences.htm>

12. 2010 November 1: Presentation with Dr Jamie O’Brien about our collaborative mapping
research with Headway East. UCL Centre for Digital Humanities, University College London, UK.
Other presenters include Professor Susan Collins, Simon Faithful, Jon Thomson and Tim Head.
See C-Lab’s documentation of event in images below and in this link: <http://clab.co.uk/events/digital-matter-research-forum.html>
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13. 2010 October: ‘Running for Our Lives! A Mini Rough Guide to the Rough Guide’. Upgrade! Soft
Borders New Media International Conference. Sao Paulo, Brazil. Other presenters include JoAnne Green, Joshua Fishburn
<http://softborders.art.br/eng/> <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ixDhS3j84c>
14. 2010 September 5-8: A Rough Guide to (The Meaning of A) Life 3.0: Author Slash Actor Slash
Audience: A Performance-Lecture. Kaidie is interviewed by a ‘member of the audience’, played
by Kai Syng Tan, in a 1.5 hour show. DRHA 2010 Conference. Brunel University, London, UK.
Infamous
body
artist
Stelarc
also
performed.
<http://drha2010.org.uk><http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdEa8aW6MVY>

15. 2010 March 9: ‘Kaidie’s First Life 1.0 Performance In Nondon’. London College of
Communication, UK. I appeared as ‘Kailives’, a ‘reader of Kaidie’s blog’ standing in for Kaidie, as
this happened during ‘Kaidie’s Dis-Location’. I made a public appeal to re-locate Kaidie.
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16. 2010 May: ‘Artist’s Talk’. Addressed 39 Nanyang Girls High School from Singapore on a visit to
Slade School of Fine Art. Pearson Lecture theatre, University College London, UK
17. 2010 March 2: PhD Research Projects. Bartlett School of Architecture, London, UK.
18. 2010 March 22: ‘3.0, 2.0, 1.0: Run For Your Lives!’. Off the Shelf. Slade School of Fine Art,
London, UK. See filmmaker Jayne Parker’s still below, and her documentation here:
<http://www.youtube.com/kaidie3rdlife#p/a/u/0/c_AcS6lrZ78>

19. 2012 September 7: ‘A Run-Discourse With Kaidie The Messenger’. European Art Research
Network
(EARN)
at
dOCUMENTA
13.
Kassel,
Germany.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2012/09/kaidie-documenta-kaisyngtan/>
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2012/08/documenta-kaidie-kaisyngtan/>
<http://www.artresearch.eu/index.php/2012/08/28/schedule-doctoral-workshopsearndocumenta13/>
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20. 2013 August 26 - September 6: 'A Run-down of Kaidie's Trans-Run': Workshop, talk, exhibition,
and interactive performance. Slade Summer Research Residency. Slade School of Fine Art, UK.
21. 2011 Spring: UK: ‘Diptych’. PhD exhibition. Slade Research Centre, London, UK.
22. 2012 September-October: Invited artist at Yonder curated by Jasmin Stephens. I showcased a
tableau of 5 images about Kaidie’s death. Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, Australia. Fellow
participants include UK’s Simon Faithful. Nearly 9000 people attended the show.
<http://www.pica.org.au/view/2012+Visual+Arts+Program/1407/>
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23. 2012: Invited curator and Advisory Board Member, of the first Delhi International Film Festival,
India. I initiated a partnership or association between the DIFF and the Slade. A film about
Kaidie was also screened. Films I curated include that by Slade lecturer Liz Rideal and
researcher
Patricia
Townsend.
<http://www.delhiinternationalfilmfestival.com/component/content/article/48>

24. 2012 Summer: Digital print. Representative of Singapore contingent. Lens On Twelve
Photographic show at Connaught Brown gallery in Piccadilly Circus, London, with a new digital
collage, UK. The image is sold to a private collector and now graces his ‘world’. Artists
exhibiting include Marie-Jo Lafontaine, Antonio Muntadas, Chen Chieh-Jen and Jun NguyenHatsushiba. <http://lensontwelve.com/>
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25. 2012 February: UK: ‘The Creative Process of Running’. Video installation. Making Space, PhD
exhibition and Conference. Slade Research Centre. The conference features Grayson Perry and
Martin
Creed.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie.com/2012/02/slade-phd-event/>
<http://vimeo.com/channels/makingspace>
26. 2010 August 21-28: Video installation. Exhibited as invited artist. Blacked Out. London, UK.
<http://www.blackedoutexhibition.co.uk> <http://www.arch897.com/> <http://www.faceboo
k.com/notes.php?drafts&id=100000400581501#!/event.php?eid=142351552457401&ref=ts>

27. 2012 October, 2011 October: ‘Cultural Bloomsbury Guide On Art & Society’. Bloomsbury
Festival. London, UK. < www.culturalbloomsbury.org/>< bloomsburyfestival.org.uk/>
28. 2012 July 27-August 1: As official ‘London Ambassador’ and unofficial ‘Nondon Ambassador’.
2012
London
Olympics.
Kings
Cross
Station,
London,
UK.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2012/07/londonambassadors/><http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/2012/07/coming-soooooooooooooooooonnondon-2012/>
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29. 2010 October 7-11: Invited as Featured Artist at Art Singapore: The Contemporary Asian Art
Fair. I conducted a Skype performance, exhibited digital prints and screened a 50-minute film.
This was the first time new media art was featured in this exhibition. Curated by Meena
Mylvaganam. <http://www.artabase.net/exhibition/2644-sony-new-media-space>
<http://www.prnasia.com/pr/10/07/100142112-1.html> <http://www.artsingapore.net/index.php>

30. 2010 June 25-30: ’14-metre Meta-Map’. PhD exhibition. Slade Research Centre. This is a big
map consisting of a plethora of maps from Kaidie’s World – from which yet new digital maps
were generated.
<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/category/mandalasmaps-of-kaidiescosmologies/>
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31. 2010 July: Film collaboration with award-winning filmmaker Claudia Tomaz (Venice and
Locarno Film Festivals). 2 shorts were made: Kaidie and the Meaning of Life 3.0 (12 minutes)
and
Run
Kaidie
Run
(10
minutes)
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noVbq0wZwg&feature=plcp> <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjSQrcU5HMU&feature=context-chv>
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32. 2010 January 26: Performance-Lecture and screening of new film based on Kaidie’s pilgrimage
to Heidiland to search for her friend, Heidi. Villa Straeuli, Winterthur, Switzerland.
<http://www.youtube.com/kaidie3rdlife#p/a/u/2/C9A6Y0f0xKk>
33. 2010 April 19: Meeting with public in ‘Phuket 2.0’, built by Thai urban planner Chuthatip
Achavasmit, in ‘Second Life’. This was the ‘conclusion’ of ‘Kaidie’s Dis-Location’, during which
Kaidie was kidnapped by Chutha Achavasmit/Chutha Indigo/the Good Pirate.
<http://www.youtube.com/kaidie3rdlife#p/a/u/1/_kKhyl_I6hQ>

34. 2011 August. Leonardo New Media Exhibition: Re-Drawing Boundaries. Curator: Jeremy Hight.

Senior curators: Lanfranco Aceti and Christiane Paul. Other artists in the series include Teri
Reub, Jeremy Wood, Mez, Stanza. The following pages contain an extract of the curator’s
statement, and my interview with him. <http://www.leoalmanac.org/lea-new-media-exhibitioninterview-with-kai-syng-tan/>
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35. 2013 August 26 - September 6: 'A Run-down of Kaidie's Trans-Run': Workshop, talk, exhibition,
and interactive performance. Slade Summer Research Residency. Slade School of Fine Art, UK.

36. January 2010: At Villa Straeuli. Winterthur, Switzerland. Hold first-ever real-world premiere of
Kaidie’s Trans-Run in the forms of performance-lecture and film screening.
<http://www.villastraeuli.ch/artistsArchive_en.shtml>

37. 2013 Spring: MoL UnEarths 03.06.2012! Film Commission by Museum of London on Queen
Elizabeth’s Diamond Jubilee.

38. 2012: Nominated for the Sovereign Art Foundation Prize with permanent installation The NeverEnding Underwater Adventures!
39. 2010 October: Performer in Michael Duffy’s video installation, Surround, at the Schwartz
Gallery. London UK. <http://www.schwartzgallery.co.uk/site/>
40. 2010 June: Assistant to new media art unit Thomson & Craighead in their large-scale
commission by the Museum of London, London Wall. With Guy Gormley. London, UK.
<http://www.thomson-craighead.net/docs/londonwall.html>
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41. 2013: Video installation ‘Islandhopping: Re-imagining 15 February 1942 – 15 August 1945’ at
travelling exhibition Move on Asia. At various sites including ZKM, Centre for Art and Media,
Karlsruhe, Germany; Beijing Commune in China; City Gallery in Wellington, New Zealand;
Alternative Space Loop. Curated by Jinsuk Suh (Loop) and Fabian Offert (ZKM). Exhibiting
artists
include
Chen
Chieh-Jen,
Gao
Shi
Qiang
and
Song
Dong.
<http://on1.zkm.de/zkm/stories/storyReader$8253>
<http://www.moveonasia.net/>
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42. Tan, K. and Tan, C. 2013 April 29. ' The Boy Who Couldn't Go To School'. The Straits Times.
p.18. <http://www.moe.gov.sg/media/news/files/2013/04/20130429-st-the-boy-who-couldntgo-to-school.pdf>

43. Tan, K, 2008. ‘Monster’. In: Casarino, C, Sawhney, S and Mowitt, J, ed. 2012. Cultural Critique
Number 80, a peer-reviewed publication by University of Minnesota Press. Images from my
film, ‘Monster’, which premiered at a conference on human and machines at the Oxford
University, 2008, are distributed across pp.105-107; p.130; p.150; p.182; p.205. Watch the film
at: <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R81spXU2QAc>
44. Tan, K, 2010. ‘Running For Our Lives! A Mini Rough Guide To The Rough Guide’. In: Gabriel, M,
ed.
2011.
Upgrade!
Soft
Borders,
pp.111-117.
<http://softborders.art.br/downloads/ebook.pdf>
45. Tan, K. 2012. ‘Kaidie’s PhotoFinish’. In: Connaught Brown Gallery, ed. 2012. Lens on Twelve:
The Games: Inspiring Images, pp. 36-37. The exhibition showcases international artists’ works
that respond to the 2012 London Olympics. I was selected as Singapore representative. The
catalogue contains a write up similar to this.
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G A L L ERY
A BO U T
CO N TACT
Y O U R P U RC H A SES ( 0 )
L A N G U A G ES

SI N GA PO RE
Kai Sy n g Tan
Kaidie’s 2012 Nondon
Olympic Finish
76.2 ! 101.6 cm
30 x 40 inches
Edit ion of 5
Digit al C- Type Premier Lambda
Print in Bl ack Frame
< PREVIOUS

NEXT >

A BO UT THE W ORK
This new digit al collage feat ures Kai Syng Tan’s
fict ional charact er ‘Kaidie’ from Kaidie’s 1000-Day
Trans-Run 12.12.2009 – 09.09.2012. Kaidie, who
yields from a cit y called ‘Nondon’, runs for 1000
days in search of t he ‘Meaning of Life’, but must
die on t he last day of t he 2012 Nondon Olympics.
Kaidie not only runs physically but
met aphorically t o-and-fro and beyond dimensions
physical, virt ual, digit al and imaginary.
Kaidie’s 2012 Nondon Olympics Phot o Finish
capt ures Kaidie’s final, finest split -second split hair moment s, in wondrous freeze-frames. On t he
cusp of reaching t he finishing line; will t he
Meaning of Life become apparent ?

BI OGRA PHY
Named ‘one of Singapore’s foremost art ist s’, Tan’s
work has been shown in more t han 45 cit ies
(Biennale of Sydney, Transmediale, ICA London,
Guangzhou Triennale, Yamagat a Int ernat ional
Film Fest ival). She has won awards at t he San
Francisco Int ernat ional Film Fest ival and t he
prest igious Young Art ist Award in Singapore. Her
permanent video inst allat ion is on display in a
subway st at ion in Singapore. Playing Kaidie is
part of her research; since it s launch, Kaidie’s
websit e <3rdlifekaidie.com> has seen more t han
550,000 visit ors.

LEN S O N T W ELV E | 2 A LBERMA RLE ST REET LO N DO N W 1S 4H D | + 44 (0)20 7408
0362 | i n f o @l en so n t w el v e.c o m
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46. Tan, K, 2010. ‘My Time Interview: Kaidie and Life 3.0’. In: Neuhaus, F, ed. 2010. Blog of Urban
Tick. <http://urbantick.blogspot.com/2010/05/mytime-interview-kaidie-and-life-30.html>
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47. Miller, S. 2013 April 30. 'Multi-talented family started in one-room flat'. The Straits Times Razor
TV.
<http://www.razor.tv/site/servlet/segment/main/news/90444.html>

48. Wang, Y.M, 2012: ‘Artistic Sibilings a Product of a Liberal Household’. Lianhe Zaobao Fukan,
back page. Singapore.
49. Stephens, J. 2013. Yonder Catalogue. Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts.
50. Zhuang, J, 2013. Art In Transit: Circle Line MRT – Singapore. Land Transport Authority, pp.2427.
51. Shiseido, 2011. Featured at Shiseido cosmetics page as an inspiring Singaporean figure.
52. Stadtfilter Radio Winterthur, 2010.
content/uploads/2010/02/Kaidie.mp3>

Interview.

<http://kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie/wp-

53. CNN GO, 2010 February: ‘Virtual visual art -- Where on Google Earth is Kaidie Nondon?’. CNN
GO Arts Page. <http://www.cnngo.com/singapore/play/virtual-art-kaidie-nondon-637357#>
54. M, Martin, 2011 October 10. ‘All Round Performance’, on performance art in Singapore. Today.
Singapore Press Holdings.
55. M, Martin, 2011 June 13. ‘Screen Savers: Video Art Gets A Screening In Blockbuster Show’, on
video art in Singapore. Today. Singapore Press Holdings.
56. M, Martin, 2010 April 30. ‘Next Stop, Art. Turn Commuting On The Circle Line Into Art.’ Today.
Singapore Press Holdings.
57. UCL. 2009. Information for Prospective Students. <http://www.ucl.ac.uk/prospectivestudents/international-students/country-information/south-east-asia/singapore/profiles/tan>
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58. D, Koh & A, Teo, 2011. ‘Strokes of Genius’. Singapore Tatler. Edipresse Singapore Pte Ltd, p.138.
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59. Cheah, U-H, 2010. ‘A Journey in Transdimensional Art’. The Business Times. 17 September.
About my exhibition as Featured Artist at ArtSingapore, a contemporary art fair. I also attach
the press release of the event.

A journey in transdimensional art - September 17, 2010

http://www.businesstimes.com.sg/sub/life/story
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particular days.
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

The idea for her transdimensional runs came about because of her
persona as a restless traveller, she explains. Her previous project (which
was shown at the Sydney Biennale) featured island hopping in Japan,
where she collected stories of Japanese who lived through World War II. It
also contained interviews of the other side - her uncle's account of the war
and the Japanese Occupation of Singapore , for example.
Why is her video work different from documentary films? 'Because my
work questions what is truth and re ality. It's not a straight documentary
and there isn't an overarching voice of God telling viewers what to think,'
she explains, adding that her work is more like an essay film. When it was
presented at the Sydney Biennale, it was also presented as a pseudo
museum.
For her present project, she picked up running. The idea was to explore
cyberspace since it's so much a part of re al life today that one can be
anybody on the Net, and can travel or surf anywhere. 'We tend to have
five or six windows up on our compute r screens at a time, so we're surfing
anywhere - that's a kind of travelling. The Internet is a powerful medium
today, and it's invading our real life. Some see it as a kind of threat, or
you can see it as a way the world is bigger today. Which is why I'm
exploring two spaces simultaneously.'
Using Don Quixote as her literary reference, hers is a process of 'digital
storytelling' to an Internet audience. She could have done it purely in
imagination, 'but I wanted to really run as well, so I live my character.
And this is also why my work is performance, because I'm actually doing
it,' Tan explains. Her running is also inspire d by a rich tradition of artists
who walk and stroll the streets - personalising the space in a new way.
'It's the concept of the flaneur, from the French verb flaner, meaning 'to
stroll'.'
Artists have always walked to see the world, 'but with running, I move
faster - which is more relevant in today's context as a metaphor of how
quickly technology is changing', she adds.
So far, her experience running in London has be en great, Tan says. 'When
I run, no one sees me as a small exotic 'other', but as a 'local' who has an
ownership of the space!' she declares.
Artist Tan Kai Syng's new media art installation at ARTSingapore , Oct
8-11, at Suntec, is the first for the art fair, which is celebrating its 10th
anniversary this year. Those who want to track her runs now can visit
http://3rdlifekaidie.com, or find her on twitter (3rdlifekaidie), add her as a
Facebook friend (Kaidie Nondon) or be her best second life friend (Kaidie
Absent). A preview of ARTSingapore will be held at Ion Orchard from Se pt
22 to Oct 4
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60. Tan, C, 2010. ‘Art Fair Takes Boutique Route’ The Straits Times. 9 October. p. E2.
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61. M, Martin, 2010 March 23. ‘iPlay’, on Singapore artists who mobilise social media in their work.
Today. Singapore Press Holdings.

62. Profile on Vegas Spray, a Brisbane-run site <http://vegasspray.com/brisbane-artist/kadie-3rdlife/>
63. Representation by Artinno
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FOR ARCHIVE OF ARTWORKS 2009-2013:
http://www.kaisyngtan.com/3rdlifekaidie

TO RUN WITH KAI 2014 ONWARDS:
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